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bots are



procedural 
uncreative 
data-driven 

graffiti



procedural



EUREKA 
MACHINE



BARBARA FROENA DOMI PROMITTUNT 
FOEDERA MALA 
!

Barbarian bridles at home promise evil 
covenants



John Morris, from Computer Poems (1973) 
!
Frogling, listen, waters 
Insatiable, listen,  
The still, scarecrow dusk. 
!
Listen: I dreamed, was slain. 
Up, battles! Echo these dusk 
Battles! Glittering . . . 
!
Fleas spring far, scarecrow,  
Oh scarecrow, scarecrow: 
well, far, Scarecrow, oh scarecrow. 



Jackson Mac Low, Asymmetry 205 ("There are many ways to use 
Strayer's Vegetable Soybeans"), 1960-61 
!
To hours, enough. Remove enough 
And. Remove enough 
Minutes. And not Iowa 
Water and Iowa simmer. 
To or 
Until simmer. Enough 
Simmer. To. Remove and Iowa enough. Remove simmer. 
Vegetable. Enough good enough to and buttered loaf, enough 
Simmer. Or Iowa buttered enough and not simmer. 
!
Tomatoes, hot egg. Roll egg. 
Added. Roll egg. 
Minutes. Added, nutty in. 
Wash added, in soak 
Tomatoes, overnight, 
Until soak egg, 
Soak tomatoes. Roll added, in egg. Roll soak 
Vitamins—egg, giving egg, tomatoes, added, beans, largest egg, 
Soak overnight, in beans, egg, added, nutty soak



Nick Montfort, ppg series



John Burger, @HaikuD2



Mark Sample, @JustToSayBot



Liam Cooke, @poem_exe



uncreative



Kenneth Goldsmith, Soliloquy



Ron Padgett, Creative Reading



1. Along the journey of our life half way 
     I found myself again in a dark wood 
     wherein the straight road no longer lay 
           (Dale, 1996) 
2. At the midpoint in the journey of our life 
     I found myself astray in a dark wood 
     For the straight path had vanished. 
           (Creagh and Hollander, 1989) 
3. HALF over the wayfaring of our life, 
     Since missed the right way, through a 
night-dark wood 
     Struggling, I found myself. 
           (Musgrave, 1893)

4. Half way along the road we have to go, 
     I found myself obscured in a great forest, 
     Bewildered, and I knew I had lost the way. 
           (Sisson, 1980) 
5. Halfway along the journey of our life 
     I woke in wonder in a sunless wood 
     For I had wandered from the narrow way 
           (Zappulla, 1998) 
6. HALFWAY on our life’s journey, in a wood, 
     From the right path I found myself astray. 
           (Heaney, 1993)

Caroline Bergvall, Via



Simon Lawrence and Michele Lent Hirsch, @stopandfrisk



Darius Kazemi, Very Old Tweets



Joe Fox, @AndromedaBot



data-driven



WE FEEL FINE



TWITTER



DUBOIS



Ivy Baumgarten, And Now Imagine



Ranjit Bhatnagar, Pentametron



Thricedotted, Wikisext



graffiti



SAMO



HOLZER



JACKSON



Darius Kazemi, Am I Rite Bot



Casey Kolderup, wow rude



Katie Rose Pipkin, Tiny Star Fields



bots are not 
(necessarily)



interactive 
intelligent 

visual 
twitter-specific



https://twitter.com/ckolderup/lists/the-fall-of-humanity/members

http://www.decontextualize.com/
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